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Abstract. Automatic synthesis of bidirectional programs on relations
has not been well studied yet. As an attempt to solve the problem, we
propose an approach to synthesizing view update strategies on relations
written in Datalog from examples and data schemes. Our approach has
been implemented and used to successfully synthesize various view up-
date tasks on relations.
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1 Introduction

Bidirectional programming (programming with bidirectional languages) is dif-
ficult due to strict constraints imposed on those languages [3]. To overcome
this difficulty, many automatic synthesis approaches have been proposed [3,2,4].
However, they mainly focus on obtaining bidirectional regular expressions for
textual data processing and it is unknown yet how to synthesize bidirectional
programs on relations, which is practically important to solve the view updating
problem in the database community.

In this paper, we report our first attempt of automatic synthesis of bidirec-
tional programs on relations. More specifically, since bidirectional programs on
relations can be programmed as view update programs (view update strategies)
on relations using a subset of Datalog [6], we shall show how we can synthesize
view update programs from examples and data schemes.

Our work is inspired by the recent synthesis system ProSynth [5] that can
synthesize Datalog programs from examples in the domain of relations. The key
idea is to reduce the synthesis of Datalog programs (a set of rules) to the rule
selection from a set of candidate rules based on given examples. The challenge
to use this method is to provide a set of candidate rules for the problems one
wish to solve. For our purpose, we need to provide a set of candidate rules for
representing all view update programs on relations.

Fortunately, about 30 years ago, when considering the problem of updating
source databases though views defined by SPJNF4 queries of relations, Keller
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Table 1: Original source database and view

eid ename lid eteam erole
1 Bob 3 A Mgr
2 Carol 1 B Dev
3 Ted 2 B Dev
4 Alice 1 B Mgr

(a) Emp

lid laddr lcode
1 Tokyo 81
2 Hanoi 84
3 Beijing 86
4 Seoul 82

(b) Loc

eid ename lid laddr eteam
2 Carol 1 Tokyo B
3 Ted 2 Hanoi B
4 Alice 1 Tokyo B

(c) Teamview

Table 2: Updated source database and updated view
eid ename lid eteam erole
1 Bob 3 A Mgr
1 Mark 1 B Ukn
2 Carol 1 B Dev
3 Ted 2 B Dev
4 Alice 1 B Mgr
4 Alice 1 A Mgr
5 Jack 5 B Dev

(a) Emp_upd

lid laddr lcode
1 Tokyo 81
2 Hanoi 84
3 Beijing 86
4 Seoul 82
5 London 44

(b) Loc_upd

eid ename lid laddr eteam
1 Mark 1 Tokyo B
2 Carol 1 Tokyo B
3 Ted 2 Hanoi B
4 Alice 1 Tokyo B
5 Jack 5 London B

(c) Teamview_upd
[1] showed that it is possible to enumerate all view update strategies for the
view definition queries satisfying some criteria. This hints us to design a set of
candidate rules from this (informal) enumeration of view update strategies.

The main contributions of our work include (1) a new approach to synthesiz-
ing view update programs on relations from examples and schemes; (2) design
of template rules for view update strategies based on Keller’s enumeration of
view update strategies; (3) an algorithm for generating from the template rules
a set of candidate rules that can be used as the input to ProSynth; and (4) an
implementation of our approach and a preliminary evaluation on a variety of
synthesis tasks for the view update problem.

2 Overview

We shall present an overview of our approach using a motivating example.

Source and View Let us consider a source database that contains two BCNF1

relations Emp and Loc with their schemas as listed below:
Emp (eid:EID, ename:ENAME, lid:LID, eteam:ETEAM, erole:EROLE)
Loc (lid:LID, laddr:LADDR, lcode:LCODE)

The relation Emp stores employee information records including employee’s ID
number, name, work location ID number, workplace team and role. Emp has a
primary key eid and a foreign key lid that references to the primary key lid
of the relation Loc. Loc stores list of work locations, in which each location has
its own location ID number, address and country code.

Over the source database, one may define a view Teamview
Teamview (eid:EID, ename:ENAME, lid:LID, laddr:LADDR, eteam:ETEAM)

which is used to extract information of Team B by the following view definition:
1Boyce-Codd Normal Form
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Algorithm 1: SynthVup(S, E) - Synthesizing view update programs.
Input: S = {∗ sources, 1 view}, E = (es, ev, evupd, esupd)
Output: A satisfying program P or NONE if no solution exists.

1 Pc ← GenRule(S,E);
2 P ← ProSynth(E,Pc);
3 return P ;

Teamview(eid, ename, lid, laddr, eteam) :-
Emp(eid, ename, lid, eteam, _), Loc(lid, laddr, _), eteam = "B".

The view Teamview should keep all primary keys of relations Emp and Loc, as well
as the names of attributes. Example instances of the relations Emp and Loc and
the view Teamview are shown in Table 1a, Table 1b and Table 1c respectively.

View Update Strategy A view update strategy describes a way to reflect
changes on the view to those on the source. Suppose that the Teamview in
Table 1c is changed to Table 2c that is represented by Teamview_upd. The black,
red and blue tuples are original, inserted and deleted records respectively. We
may describe our view update intention by showing an example of how the
source is updated as described by Table 2a and Table 2b that are respectively
represented by Emp_upd and Loc_upd. How can we automatically synthesize a
view update strategy in Datalog that is consistent with the intention described
by the example in Tables 1 and 2?

In fact, our system can automatically synthesize the following view update
program from the above example:

Teamview_ins(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4) :-
!Teamview(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4), Teamview_upd(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4).

Loc_upd(v0,v1,v2) :- Loc(v0,v1,v2).
Loc_upd(v0,v1,v2) :- !Loc(v0,_,_),

Teamview_ins(_,_,v0,v1,_), v2="44", v0="5".

Readers can find a full synthesized program for the motivating example in
Appendix A.

3 Synthesizing View Update Programs

Algorithm 1 summarizes our synthesis approach. SynthVup takes a set S con-
taining one or more BCNF source schemas and one BCNF view schema whose
primary key is a set of primary keys of the source schemas, and an example E
containing instances of tables of the sources, the view, the updated view and
the updated sources, as input. First, SynthVup calls GenRule to generate a
program Pc that have a list of candidate rules and is useful to input ProSynth
for doing the synthesis task. If ProSynth return NONE then there is no subset
of candidate rules that could be make a valid solution. Otherwise, the output
program P of ProSynth(E, Pc) will be a view update program that is consis-
tent with (S, E). Since ProSynth is clearly presented in [5], we shall focus on
the procedure GenRule.
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Template Rules Following the idea of complete enumeration of view update
strategies in [1], we can construct a set of template rules from the schemes of
the source and the view.

First, from the schemas of the source and the view, we can easily derive
schemas of relations source_upd and view_upd.

Next, we introduce the following two relations view_del and view_ins which
have the same schema with view to compute deleted and inserted view tuple
repectively (vkeys and vnkeys (skeys and snkeys) are corresponding to sets of
primary key and non-key attributes of the view (source)):

view_del(vkeys, vnkeys) :- view(vkeys, vnkeys), !view_upd(vkeys, vnkeys).
view_ins(vkeys, vnkeys) :- !view(vkeys, vnkeys), view_upd(vkeys, vnkeys).

Finally, we provide core template rules for writing source_upd from source,
view_del and view_ins as follows:

source_upd(skeys, snkeys) :-
[1]. source(skeys, snkeys).
[2]. source(skeys, snkeys), !view_del(skeys, _).
[3]. source(skeys, snkeys), !view_ins(skeys, _).
[4]. source(skeys, snkeys), !view_del(skeys, _), !view_ins(skeys, _).
[5]. source(skeys, _), view_ins(skeys, subset_snkeys, _),

[attrNK = "valueNK" for each attrNK in snkeys - subset_snkeys],
[attrK = "valueK" for each attrK in skeys].

[6]. !source(skeys, _), view_ins(skeys, subset_snkeys, _),
[attrNK = "valueNK" for each attrNK in snkeys - subset_snkeys],
[attrK = "valueK" for each attrK in skeys].

[7]. source(skeys, snkeys - selecting_attr, _), view_del(skeys, _),
[attrS = "ivalueS" for each attrS in selecting_attr],
[attrK = "valueK" for each attrK in skeys].

Intuitively, Template [1] maintains source table if there is no reflected up-
date. Templates [2], [3] and [4] keep all tuples in the source that has no
key-conflict with any updated view tuple. Templates [5], [6] and [7] handle
the translations where some missing attributes need to be set.

GenRule Algorithm 2 describes the procedure GenRule(S,E) for generating
program Pc that stores candidate rules.

First, GenRule initializes Pc as an empty file. Then, it in turn writes
to Pc information about types of relations in schema set S, declarations of
source, source_upd, view and view_upd, declarations and rules of view_del
and view_ins. Updated tuples for each relation are also loaded in order to be
able to support the generation of candidate rules cr.

Next, for each relation in source databases, GenRule generates cr based on
core templates and write it to Pc. The value of missing attributes after updating
could be got by extracting information from loaded tuples and the primary key
of each relation.

Finally, GenRule return Pc if there is no more candidate rule that could be
generated from templates.
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Algorithm 2: GenRule(S,E) - Generating candidate rules
Input: S = {∗ sources, 1 view}, E = (es, ev, esupd, evupd)
Output: Program containing candidate rules Pc

1 Pc ← empty file;
2 s, v ← S[sources], S[view];
3 for t ∈ r.type ∧ r ∈ s do write(Pc, t);
4 for r ∈ s ∨ v do
5 uex[r]del (uex[r]ins)← load deleted (inserted) tuples against r from E
6 write(Pc, declarations of r and r_upd);
7 if r == v then write(Pc, declarations and rules of v_ins and v_del);
8 for r ∈ s do
9 cr ← rule generated by templates [1],[2],[3],[4];

10 write(Pc, cr);
11 cr ← basis of rule generated by templates [5],[6];
12 dattr ← set of difference attributes of r against v;
13 if dattr is empty then
14 write(Pc, cr);
15 else
16 update cr using uex[r]ins and r.pkey;
17 write(Pc, cr);
18 cr ← basis of rule generated by templates [7];
19 kval← set of r.pkey values of e ∈ uex[r]del;
20 for k ∈kval do
21 (edel, eins)← tuples in uex[r]del, uex[r]ins that have same key value k;
22 sels← set of difference attributes of eins against edel;
23 update cr using sels and r.pkey;
24 write(Pc, cr);
25 return Pc

4 Evaluation

We have fully implemented SynthVup in lines of Python code with the inte-
gration of ProSynth. To evaluate the success and effectiveness of synthesizing
view update tasks, we constructed our benchmarks by choosing BCNF schemas,
SPJ queries used for view definition and view update and their instances from
[6] - an in-depth research that has already collected multiple cases from various
sources and by handcrafting specifications to test the features of the algorithm.

Table 3 shows evaluation results1. All constructed benchmarks are automat-
ically synthesized by SynthVup. The number of rules in a solution (#SolRl) is
relatively smaller than the number of candidate rules (#CandRl) which depends
on the number of updated tuples (#DelTpl, #InsTpl) in the view. View update
programs for our benchmarks are found in a short time partly because of a not
large #CandRl. We may need to experiment with larger scenarios in the future.

1All experiments were performed on a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor with 16 GB
of 2400 MHz DDR4 running macOS 11.3.1
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Table 3: Evaluation results
ID Benchmark Type #DelTpl #InsTpl #CandRl #SolRl SynthTime (s)
1 car_master P 2 1 10 2 0.0278
2 goodstudents SP 3 0 12 2 0.0444
3 goodstudents2 SP 3 0 14 4 0.0445
4 luxuryitems S 1 0 7 2 0.0361
5 usa_city SP 0 1 7 2 0.0364
6 paramountmovies SP 0 1 5 2 0.0195
7 officeinnfo P 1 1 7 2 0.0279
8 bstudents SPJ 0 2 10 5 0.0197
9 location SPJ 1 2 21 7 0.0647
10 department J 2 1 13 4 0.0552
11 all_cars J 2 1 11 4 0.0442
12 Teamview SPJ 2 2 17 6 0.0399

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we briefly explain a new approach to synthesizing a class of view
update programs from examples and schemas using a Datalog synthesis system
ProSynth as a plug-in of our synthesis algorithm. Based on a set of core tem-
plate rules we develop from an old study in view update problem, our algorithm
first generates a program containing candidate rules that can then be used as an
input parameter, besides examples, for ProSynth. We have implemented our
proposed algorithm and evaluated it on a range of practical tasks where view
update programs were synthesized automatically from examples and schemas.

There are some future directions towards the synthesis of view update pro-
grams or bidirectional programs on relations: (1) enriching template rules by
relaxing key constraints and adding other query operations (union, intersection,
set difference); (2) handling situations of multiple examples for module testing
and multiple solutions where a ranking mechanism is necessary; and (3) intro-
ducing an interactive mode that allows users to get more involved in the synthesis
process.
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A A Synthesized Program of the Motivating Example

// subtype information
.type ENAME <: symbol
.type LADDR <: symbol
.type LCODE <: symbol
.type LID <: symbol
.type EROLE <: symbol
.type ETEAM <: symbol
.type EID <: symbol

// declarations for sources
.decl Emp(v0:EID, v1:ENAME, v2:LID, v3:ETEAM, v4:EROLE)
.decl Emp_upd(v0:EID, v1:ENAME, v2:LID, v3:ETEAM, v4:EROLE)
.decl Loc(v0:LID, v1:LADDR, v2:LCODE)
.decl Loc_upd(v0:LID, v1:LADDR, v2:LCODE)
.input Emp, Loc
.output Emp_upd, Loc_upd

// declarations for view
.decl Teamview(v0:EID, v1:ENAME, v2:LID, v3:LADDR, v4:ETEAM)
.decl Teamview_upd(v0:EID, v1:ENAME, v2:LID, v3:LADDR, v4:ETEAM)
.input Teamview, Teamview_upd

// declartions and necessary rules for view_ins and view_del
.decl Teamview_ins(v0:EID, v1:ENAME, v2:LID, v3:LADDR, v4:ETEAM)
.decl Teamview_del(v0:EID, v1:ENAME, v2:LID, v3:LADDR, v4:ETEAM)
.output Teamview_ins, Teamview_del

0a. Teamview_del(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4) :-
Teamview(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4), !Teamview_upd(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4).

0b. Teamview_ins(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4) :-
!Teamview(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4), Teamview_upd(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4).

// solution rules synthesized from candidate rules
1. Emp_upd(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4) :- Emp(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4),

!Teamview_del(v0,_,_,_,_), !Teamview_ins(v0,_,_,_,_).
2. Emp_upd(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4) :- Emp(v0,v1,v2,_,v4),

Teamview_del(v0,_,_,_,_), v3="A", v0="4".
3. Emp_upd(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4) :- Emp(v0,_,_,_,_),

Teamview_ins(v0,v1,v2,_,v3), v4="Ukn", v0="1".
4. Emp_upd(v0,v1,v2,v3,v4) :- !Emp(v0,_,_,_,_),

Teamview_ins(v0,v1,v2,_,v3), v4="Dev", v0="5".
5. Loc_upd(v0,v1,v2) :- Loc(v0,v1,v2).
6. Loc_upd(v0,v1,v2) :- !Loc(v0,_,_),

Teamview_ins(_,_,v0,v1,_), v2="44", v0="5".
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